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Abstract
This paper is an approach to combine the reachability problem with semantic no
tions like bisimulation equivalence It deals with questions of the following form Is
there a reachable state that is bisimulation equivalent to a given state  Here we
show some decidability results for process algebras and Petri nets
 Introduction
The reachability problem plays an important role in the theory of concurrent
systems The question is if a given state is reachable from the initial state by
a sequence of actions The complexity of this problem has been extensively
studied for example it is decidable and EXPSPACEhard for general Petri
nets and NPcomplete for Basic Parallel Processes BPP 
Here we generalize the reachability problem by regarding classes of seman
tically equivalent states instead of single states The question is now if a
state is reachable from the initial state that is a member of a given class
In other words Is it possible to reach a state that is at least semantically
equivalent to a given state 	 It is natural to choose strong bisimulation equiv
alence as semantic equivalence
 as it has become one of the most successful
equivalence notions in concurrency theory We will call this new problem the
bisimulationreachability problem
The question is now for which classes of concurrent systems this problem
is decidable
 and if ecient algorithms can be found
In section  we dene strong bisimulation
 the bisimulationreachability
problem and several process algebras Section  contains some hardness results
for the bisimulationreachability problem In sections 
  and  we study the
bisimulationreachability problem for Basic Parallel Processes BPP
 context
free processes and normed PAprocesses Section  is about a related problem
c
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called the nonbisimulationreachability problem and section  describes some
open problems
 Preliminaries
Denition  A binary relation R over the states of a labelled transition
system LTS is a strong bisimulation often simply called bisimulation i
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There is always a largest bisimulation
 which is an equivalence relation
 de
noted by  Two states s

and s

are called strongly bisimulation equivalent
or strongly bisimilar i s
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 s

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The most general form of the bisimulationreachability problem can be formu
lated for labelled transition systems LTS
Instance An LTS R with initial state s

and a state s in R
Question Is there a state s

and a sequence of transitions  st s


 s

and
s  s

	
In the sequel we consider transition systems described by process algebras
or Petri nets In process algebras processes are described by process terms
and a set of dynamic rules of the form t
a
 t


 meaning that process t can
perform action a and become process t

 Processes dene an LTS
 whose
nodes are marked with process terms The semantics of the processes is given
by dening an equivalence relation over the term algebra The equivalence
classes then represent the intended processes It follows that the dynamic
rules describe unambiguously the dynamics of the quotient algebra
 only if the
chosen equivalence on the term algebra is a bisimulation This is a main reason
why bisimulation equivalence is the preferred choice for process equivalence
The Basic Process Algebra PA is a simplemodel of innite state concurrent
systems It has operators for nondeterministic choice
 parallel composition
and sequential composition PAprocesses and Petri nets are incomparable

meaning that neither model is more expressive that the other one PA is
not a syntactical subset of CCS 
 because CCS does not have an explicit
operator for sequential composition However
 as CCS can simulate sequential
composition by parallel composition and synchronization
 PA is still a weaker
model for concurrent systems than CCS
The denition of PA is as follows Assume a countably innite set of atomic
actions Act  fa b c   g and a countably innite set of process variables
V ar  fXYZ   g The class of PA expressions is dened by the following
abstract syntax
E   j X j aE j E  E j EkE j EE
A PA is dened by a family of recursive equations fX
i
 E
i
j   i  ng

where the X
i
are distinct and the E
i
are PA expressions at most containing
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the variables fX

    X
n
g We assume that every variable occurrence in the
E
i
is guarded
 ie appears within the scope of an action prex
 which ensures
that PAprocesses generate nitely branching transition graphs This would
not be true if unguarded expressions were allowed For example
 the process
X  a  akX generates an innitely branching transition graph For every
a  Act the transition relation
a
 is the least relation satisfying the following
inference rules
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Alternatively
 PAprocesses can be described by a state represented by a term
of the form
G   j X j G

G

j G

kG

and set of dynamic rules  of the form X
a
 G whose application to states
must respect sequential composition This is described by the following infer
ence rules
X
a
 G if X
a
 G  
E
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Basic Parallel Processes BPP are the subset of PAprocesses without sequen
tial composition
 while contextfree processes are the subset of PAprocesses
without parallel composition
There is a onetoone correspondence between BPPs and a class of labelled
Petri nets
 the communicationfree nets  In these nets every transition has
exactly one input place with an arc labelled by  The translation of a BPP
algebra into a communicationfree net is as follows Introduce a place for
each process variable and a transition for each transition rule For a rule
X
a
 Y
m


k 	 	 	 kY
m
n
n
introduce a transition t labelled by a
 an arc labelled by
 leading from place X to t and arcs labelled by m
i
leading from t to places
Y
i
 The other direction is analogous
 General Hardness Results
How does the computational complexity of the bisimulationreachability prob
lem compare to the complexities of the reachability problem and the problem
of deciding strong bisimilarity 	 For most models of systems the bisimulation
reachability problem is at least as hard as the other two problems
Lemma  For all classes of Petri nets that are at least as powerful as
communicationfree nets the bisimulationreachability problem is at least as
hard as the problem of deciding strong bisimilarity
Proof The problem of deciding strong bisimilarity can be reduced to the bisim
ulation reachability problem by constructing a slightly modied system st the

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only reachable state that can possibly be bisimilar to the given state is the
initial state itself This construction is possible for all models that allow the
creation of new parallel processes
Without restriction we can regard the problem for dierent markings 



in the same Petri net N  Let A  fa

     a
n
g be the set of actions occurring
in N and A

 fa


     a

n
g a new set of actions st A
A

  Now construct
a new net N

in the following way For each transition t in N labelled by a
i
introduce a new place s and a new transition t

labelled by a

i
with an arc from
t to s and from s to t

 Any marking  of N can be extended to a marking of
N

in a natural way by dening s   for all places s that are not in N 
Let L be the labelling function that assigns actions to the transitions in N


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is a strong bisimulation It follows directly that N



  N



 because
N

  N

 and
P
Lsa

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P
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


s for every a

 A
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
So we can simply choose    and 


 

and the condition is satised
 Assume that N





 N




N




  N



 It follows that
length   and 


 

 because otherwise N




 could do an action
from A

while N



 cant As the sets A and A

are disjoint it follows that
fN
jN
 N

jN
 j N

  N



g is a bisimulation and therefore
N

  N


This construction is possible for communicationfree nets as well as for all
models more general than them This is because the construction does not
exceed the bounds of the model ie if N is a communicationfree net then N

is a communicationfree net as well Figure 	 illustrates the construction for
a Petri net 
Theorem  The bisimulationreachability problem is undecidable for Petri
nets
Proof Directly from Lemma 
	 and the result from Jancar  that strong
bisimilarity is undecidable for general Petri nets 
Unfortunately Lemma  yields no complexity bounds for BPPs as
 to
our knowledge
 there is no hardness result for the problem of deciding strong
bisimilarity of BPPs yet We can give complexity bounds by showing that for
many models of systems the bisimulation reachability problem is at least as
hard as the reachability problem
Lemma  For BPPs the bisimulationreachability problem is at least as
hard as the reachability problem
Proof We reduce the reachability problem to the bisimulationreachability

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Fig  How to reduce the problem of deciding strong bisimilarity to the bisimula
tionreachability problem
problem Let N be a communicationfree net A the set of atomic actions
occurring in A 

the initial marking and  a marking of N  Now construct
a new larger net N

 for each place s in N add a new transition t
s
in the
postset of s that is labelled by a unique new action a
s
 Then add one new
place s and one new transition

t to the net and an arc from every t
s
to s and
an arc from s to

t and from

t to s Let

t be labelled by a unique new action a
Figure  illustrates the construction
It follows that if 

and 

are markings of N

and 

 

and 

s  
then 

 

 Now we show that
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
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 

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


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
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
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
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
 N

 then N



 N



 Choose 

  and 

 

and the condition is satised
 As 

s   it follows that 

 

and thus 

s   Therefore no
transition t
s
occurs in 

 So 

is a sequence enabled by N and the
condition is satised with   



Corollary  The bisimulationreachability problem for BPPs is NPhard
Proof Directly from Lemma 

 and the fact that the reachability problem
for BPPs is NPcompete  
Remark 	 The construction used in Lemma  is possible for many classes
of Petri nets
 but not for Tsystems and freechoice nets Also the newly
constructed net is never normed
 so Lemma  yields no hardness result for
normed BPP

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Fig  How to reduce the reachability problem to the bisimulationreachability
problem
A process t is normed if every process t

reachable from t has a terminating
computation The length of the shortest terminating computation is called the
norm of t It is denoted by t
A BPP is normed i in the corresponding communicationfree net N with
initial marking 

it is impossible to reach a marking  st  marks a trap
of N  This property can be decided in polynomial time
 because the maximal
trap can be computed in polynomial time and because in these nets tokens
can move independently
Lemma 
 The bisimulationreachability problem is NPhard even for
normed BPP
Proof The proof is done by reduction of SAT to the bisimulationreachability
problem We illustrate the construction by an example see Figure 
 The
formula
x

 x

 x

  x

 x

  x

 x


is satisable i a state is reachable from fx

 x

 x

g that is bisimilar to the
state fy

 y

 y

g The only such state is fy

 y

 y

g itself Note that the
constructed communicationfree net is nite state and normed 
In the next sections we show that the bisimulationreachability problem is
decidable for several special classes of process algebras

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Fig  NPhardness of the bisimulationreachability problem for normed BPP
 Basic Parallel Processes
Lemma  Let t

be a BPP and t a BPP that has a terminating computa
tion It is decidable if there is a sequence t


 t

st t  t


Proof We know that t  N  If such a t

exists that is reachable from t

and
bisimilar to t then t

  t and therefore sizet

  t There are only nitely
many candidates for such a t

 It is decidable if a candidate t

is reachable from
t

and it is decidable if t

 t 
 Check all candidates until a correct one is
found answer yes or none is left answer no 
Note that this lemma is especially true if t is normed
Lemma  Let t

be a normed BPP and t a BPP It is decidable if there is
a sequence t


 t

st t  t


Proof As t

is normed every t

that is reachable from t

has a terminating
computation It can be decided in polynomial time if t has a terminating
computation First apply a marking algorithm that marks all variables X st
 X

  Then check if all variables in t are marked There are two cases
i If t has no terminating computation then t  t

for every t

that is
reachable from t

 because t

is normed Thus the answer to the question
is no
ii If t has a terminating computation then we have the same case as in
Lemma 	


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The algorithms used in Lemma  and Lemma  have nonelementary
complexity
 as they use the algorithm from  for deciding strong bisimilarity
of BPPs The only known lower bound is NPhardness
However
 for the special case of two normed BPPs we can give an accurate
complexity measure
Lemma  Let t

and t be normed BPPs It is decidable in NP if there is a
sequence t


 t

st t  t


Proof It suces to prove the property for normed markings 

correspond
ing to t

 and  corresponding to t of a communicationfree net As 

is normed every 

reachable from 

is normed The norm  of  is at
most exponential If a correct 

exists then it must have the same norm as
 So it can contain at most exponentially many tokens and can therefore be
described in polynomial space Thus it can be reached by a sequence of at most
exponential length  So the Parikhvector of this sequence of transitions can
be described in polynomial space As  and 

are normed it is decidable in
polynomial time if   



The algorithm goes like this Nondeterministically guess a Parikhvector
of transitions of polynomial size Then check in polynomial time if there is
a reable sequence of transitions starting at 

with this Parikhvector 
calculate the result 

also in polynomial time and check in polynomial time
if 

  
 
Theorem  For normed BPP the bisimulationreachability problem is NP
complete
Proof Directly from Lemma 
 and Lemma 
 
 Contextfree Processes
Theorem 	 The bisimulationreachability problem for normed contextfree
processes is decidable in exponential space
Proof Let t

be the initial state and t the given state As t

is normed
every t

that is reachable from t

is normed The norm t of t is at most
exponential in sizet If a correct t

exists then it must have the same norm
as t and can therefore be described in exponential space Now for each of these
candidates for t

with sizet

  O
sizet
 rst check if it is reachable from
t

 This requires O
sizet
 time as the reachability problem for contextfree
processes is polynomial Then check if it is bisimilar to t As both t

and
t are normed the time needed for this is polynomial in sizet

  sizet

 
sizet

O
sizet
 This is because deciding bisimilarity for normed context
free processes is polynomial 
So overall the algorithm requires at most exponential space 
It was shown by Burkart
 Caucal and Steen in  that for contextfree
processes a nite basis for bisimulation can be eectively constructed The
set of states that are bisimilar to a given state form a regular language

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Theorem 	 The Bisimulationreachability problem is decidable for context
free processes
Proof Let t

be the initial state and t the given state By 	 the states that
are bisimilar to t can be described by a nite automaton The set of states
that are reachable from t

is a contextfree language The intersection of a
regular language and a contextfree language is a contextfree language whose
emptiness can be decided 
 Normed PAProcesses vs Finite State Systems
First we prove decidability of the reachability problem for PAprocesses
Lemma 
 The reachability problem for PA is decidable in polynomial space
Proof Let n be the size of the instance of the problem We show that if a t
can be reached from t

 then it can be reached via a path st the size of every
intermediate state t

is bounded by a constant c  On

 Every intermediate
state t

consists of three parts
A The stable part This part will not change in the rest of the sequence and
will be part of t
B The active part This part will change in the rest of the sequence and at
least a part of the result will be part of t
C The waste part This part will be reduced to  in the rest of the sequence
It is a valid strategy to reduce part C to  rst whenever C isnt empty before
doing anything else It is clear that the sum of the sizes of part A and B must
never exceed sizet To keep part C small we will rst reduce the accessible
variables in C that have the lowest norm How big can part C ever become if
we follow this strategy  Let m be the number of variables in the PAalgebra
and l the maximal size of the right hand side of a rule X
a
 G So the size of
the waste descending from a variable X will never exceed l  m    l
The size of the Cpart of t

is at most sizet

  and the waste generated by
the application of a reduction rule is at most l   Therefore the size of the
Cpart of t

never exceeds maxsizet

  l   l m   l Thus
sizet

  sizetmaxsizet

 llm l  On

 There
are only exponentially many such terms t

 So if t can be reached at all then
it can be reached by a sequence of at most exponential length The counter for
the depth of the search and the actual term both require only polynomial space
and thus the problem is in PSPACE 
Remark 
 The argument in Lemma  about the maximal length of the
sequence needed to reach a given term is somewhat crude A longer and more
careful analysis of the structure of PA terms shows that the problem is in fact
NPcomplete However
 in the sequel we only need containment in PSPACE
Theorem 
 Let t

be a normed PAprocess and R a nite state LTS with
initial state r

 It is decidable in PSPACE if there is a sequence t


 t st
t  r



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Proof It is decidable in polynomial time if r

is normed
i If r

is not normed then the answer is no This is because t is always
normed and a normed process is never bisimilar to an unnormed one
ii If r

is normed then r

  k   where k is the number of states in R
So if any correct t exists then t  r

  k and thus sizet  k
So there are only nitely many candidates for t each of which has only
polynomial size
It remains to check for each candidate t if it is reachable from t

and
if t  r

 By Lemma 	 the rst condition can be checked in polynomial
space The second condition can be checked in polynomial space as well
as in a bisimulation game the size of a child

t of t must never exceed
k   because

t and r

are normed and R has k states

Remark 
 As the BPPs are a subset of PA
 the problem of Theorem 
is at least NPhard
 because of Lemma 
	 The NonBisimulationreachability Problem
So far we have studied the bisimulationreachability problem Is there a
reachable state that is bisimilar to a given state 	 The opposite question is
if there is a reachable state that is not bisimilar to a given state This can be
generalized to nite sets of states
The nonbisimulationreachability problem
Instance An LTS with the initial state s and a nite set of given states
fs

     s
n
g
Question Is there a sequence  st s

 s

and i  f     ng s

 s
i

In section  we have shown that the bisimulationreachability problem is unde
cidable for Petri nets Theorem  On the other hand the nonbisimulation
reachability problem is decidable
Theorem  Nonbisimulationreachability is decidable for Petri nets
Proof Let N be a Petri net with initial marking  and 

    
n
markings
of N  Let R be the set of reachable markings There are two cases
i If jR

j  k  n then there is a nite state LTS U with k states and
an initial state u

st u

  If u  Ui  f     ngu  
i
then the
answer is yes else the answer is no
ii In this case the system N has more than n dierent states wrt
strong bisimilarity possibly even innitely many If jR

j  n then
there is at least one 

 R st i  f     ng 

 
i
and the
answer to the question is yes
This yields a decision procedure because there are only nitely many nite
state LTS with  n states and it is decidable if a Petri net and a nite state
LTS are strongly bisimilar  

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 Conclusion
The bisimulationreachability problem is decidable for several simple classes
of process algebras
 but many cases are still open We conjecture that the
problem is decidable even for unnormed BPP Decidability for normed PA
processes is also open To our knowledge
 it isnt even known yet if strong
bisimulation equivalence is decidable for normed PAprocesses Another
interesting eld would be studying the same problems for weak bisimulation
equivalence
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